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Abstract—The advent of the Smart City domain has led to the creation of massive amounts of diverse data. Stakeholders in this domain need to be able to analyze this data in order to make informed planning decisions. To address this complex task, Distributed Analytical Environments (DAEs) have emerged. These environments consist of different distributed analytical and data services, which are composed in a dynamic way to deliver insights that are crucial for stakeholders. Since these environments deal with business critical and sensitive information, strict compliance constraints apply. These constraints lead to situations where certain concrete services are not allowed to exchange data, even though their interaction is necessary to produce the desired results. Finding a valid solution in the space of possible instantiations is a non-trivial problem. In this paper we introduce Nomads, a framework that enables service mobility in such constrained dynamic composition environments to overcome aforementioned restrictions. The framework improves the overall satisfiability and therefore also the quality of constrained DAEs. We outline the requirements of a representative DAE scenario, provide a detailed problem formulation, and then discuss the service mobility framework along with our solution finding algorithm. The evaluation demonstrates that the Nomads framework considerably increases the number of successfully performed compositions even in highly constrained environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to successfully make informed decisions and, more importantly, to plan in the Smart City domain it is elementary to understand the massive amounts of data generated by modern cities. This has created numerous new challenges for city information management [1], [2] and software architecture [3], [4], as well as led to the creation of several research initiatives (e.g. European Smart Cities project1, IBM Smarter Planet Initiative2, MIT Smart City Group3, and URBEM4). Stakeholders need to be able to make informed decisions based on analyses of domain experts. This is accomplished using Distributed Analytical Environments (DAE). DAEs can be considered an instance of Software-defined Elastic Systems for Big Data Analytics [5]. Such a DAE relies on dynamic analytical service compositions which are created based on specific questions from stakeholders to provide the desired results. However, these compositions cannot always be executed due to compliance constraints between service providers. These constraints lead to satisfiability problems of service compositions resulting in the inability to answer stakeholders’ questions. In this paper we propose a framework to overcome this limitation by enabling dynamic service migrations and by doing so delivering a strong quality improvement for constrained DAEs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II we present the scenario and outline the specific problem as well as requirements. Section III introduces the NOMADS framework as an approach to address these problems. This is followed by a validation and short evaluation of our approach in Section IV, as well as a discussion of related work in Section V. The paper concludes in VI followed by an outlook on future research.

II. SCENARIO

In this section we introduce a motivating scenario based on the problems tackled in the URBEM initiative. Industry stakeholders try to make informed decisions based on massive amounts of data provided by a Smart City. In URBEM, they aim to achieve this by utilizing analysis of specific aspects of the city, which are provided by domain experts. These domain experts rely on complex models, which interact in a highly dynamic fashion depending on the specific aim of the industry stakeholders. An overview can be seen in Figure 1.

Consider the following case of urban planning: The stakeholders want to know the impact photovoltaics would have on the energy grid if they would be installed on every housing area in a specific district. In order to answer this question a plethora of different data needs to run through different models of various domains experts in the areas of building-physics, energy grids and spatial visualization, forming a DAE. Figure 2 shows the analytical process underlying such a DAE.

From a technical perspective the models provided by domain experts, as well as the data, are exposed as abstract
services, each of these services providing different capabilities. There are services providing data about the spatial aspects of the city, about the thermal and electrical grids, services that compute the energy demands of buildings, services that provide mobility models and many more. These abstract services are dynamically composed depending on the specific question of the stakeholders. Each of these abstract services can have different specific implementations called concrete services which again originate from multiple providers. In URBEM providers include companies like energy providers and public transportation services, municipalities and city administration, as well as third party solution providers. Due to the variety of data including business critical sensitive information, as well as certain regulatory requirements with numerous compliance aspects there are strict data exchange constraints between these providers, resulting in a constrained DAE. These constraints usually apply to sensitive information (e.g., detailed household energy usage, medical data, etc.), but do not apply to results of analyses that process sensitive data and produce insights or aggregated results that cannot be used to infer the input data from their results.

A. Problem Description

The first elementary characteristic of constrained DAEs is the fact that only if a concrete service composition is possible the respective question of a stakeholder can be answered, making satisfiability an essential quality metric. The major factor for determining satisfiability are the constraints between providers of specific services.

These constraints can be bidirectional as well as unidirectional, for example since the liberation of the Austrian energy market the regulatory agency prohibits data exchange from grid infrastructure operators to energy providers. However an exchange in the opposite direction is possible. This also is important for a migration of a service. Even though the grid operator is not allowed to exchange data with the energy provider, it would be possible for the consuming service of the provider to migrate to infrastructure controlled by the grid operator and successfully produce results while respecting all constraints.

The second elementary aspect of constrained DAEs is the highly dynamic nature of the service composition. Since specific compositions of services are triggered by stakeholders’ questions they are not known a priori. This leads to the need for a dynamic mechanism to move concrete services between providers. However, the migration of certain services might not be possible or feasible. An example for this case are certain sensitive data services or services dealing with large amounts of data.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the problem. A specific question of a stakeholder leads to a service composition that is necessary to answer this question, as depicted at the top of the figure. Due to the provider constraints it is however not possible to satisfy this question with the current deployment of concrete services. This leads to a satisfiability problem of the DAE and the inability to answer the question, therefore significantly impacting the quality. However with the ability to migrate concrete services on demand the constraints can be satisfied and the desired results can be produced.

We can therefore state the following essential requirements in context of the outlined problem.

- Constrained Distributed Analytical Environments depend on the satisfiability of concrete service compositions under consideration of constraints. Service migration is an essential factor to enable this satisfiability.
- Due to the dynamic nature of the service composition triggered by specific stakeholders, which cannot be known a priori, a dynamic mechanism allowing service mobility is required.

III. NOMADS

In this section we introduce the Nomads framework as an enabling platform for executing complex DAEs. We start by
formalizing a system model followed by a detailed framework architecture description.

A. System Model

This section introduces the system model considered in this paper. Table I summarizes the model symbols, and provides a brief example with reference to the scenario of Section II. \( P(X) \) denotes the power set of a given set \( X \), and \( M[m, n] \) denotes the entry in row \( m \) and column \( n \) of a matrix \( M \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Set of abstract services</td>
<td>( A = {a_1, \ldots, a_k} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>Set of concrete services</td>
<td>( S = {s_1, \ldots, s_l} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P' )</td>
<td>Set of service providers</td>
<td>( P' = {p_1, \ldots, p_m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s: A \rightarrow P(S) )</td>
<td>Maps abstract to concrete services</td>
<td>( s: a_1 \mapsto {s_1, s_2}, \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma: S \rightarrow P )</td>
<td>Provider from which a concrete service originates</td>
<td>( \sigma: s_1 \mapsto p_1, p_2 \mapsto p_1, \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D \subseteq A \times A )</td>
<td>Data dependencies between pairs of abstract services</td>
<td>( D = {(a_1, a_2), (a_3, a_4)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E \subseteq {0, 1}^{P'(\times</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>)} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| \( I \subseteq \{A \rightarrow S \times P\} \) | Set of possible runtime instantiations (selection of concrete services and executing providers) | \{all instantiations which satisfy the constraints in \( E \), see example below\} |
| \( \iota \in I \) | Runtime instantiation | \( s: a_1 \mapsto (s_1, p_1), a_2 \mapsto (s_2, p_3), \ldots \) |
| \( m: S \rightarrow P \) | Services to be migrated to different provider (for instantiation \( \iota \in I \)) | \( m: s \mapsto p_2 \) |
| \( \pi: S \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) | Migration policy (is a service allowed to migrate) | \( \pi: s_1 \mapsto 0, s_2 \mapsto 1 \ldots \) |

TABLE I: Model for Compositions with Constraints and Service Migration

**Basic Model.** A service composition in our problem domain consists of a multitude of abstract services \( (A) \), whose functionality is implemented by one or more concrete services \( (S) \). The function \( s: A \rightarrow P(S) \) maps abstract to concrete services. The set of providers collaborating within the composition is denoted as \( P \), and each service \( s \in S \) originates from one provider \( o(s) \in P \). \( D \) denotes the set of pairwise data dependencies between abstract services. The abstract services in \( A \) (as nodes) and the dependencies \( D \) (as edges) span up a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which defines the execution flow of the service composition.

**Constraints.** The core motivation of this work is the fact that providers have constraints concerning data exchange, which are expressed in our model using a matrix representation \( E \). An example of such a constraint matrix can be seen in Figure 4.

**Migration and Instantiation.** In order to instantiate the composition defined so far in this section, we need to 1) select concrete services, and 2) determine the providers, which are needed to execute the code of each service. That is, a valid instantiation \( \iota \in I \) determines for each abstract service the concrete service and executing provider, expressed by the mapping \( A \rightarrow S \times P \). Note that, due to data exchange constraints in \( E \), the instantiation may require to migrate the code of some services from one provider to another. Given an instantiation \( \iota \in I \), any concrete service \( s \in S \), which is supposed to be executed by a provider \( p \in P \) but in fact originates from some other provider, i.e., \( o(s) \neq p \), needs to be migrated to \( p \) for execution (see definition of function \( m \) in Equation 1). Further details concerning the motivation and necessity of service migration follow in Section III-B.

\[
\forall i \in I: m_i = \{ (s, p) \mid \exists a \in A: i(a) = (s, p) \land o(s) \neq p \} \tag{1}
\]

**B. Problem Formulation**

Based on the system model introduced in Section III-A we now provide a detailed formulation of the problem studied in this work.

Given the model of a service composition \( (A, S, P, D) \) and the matrix \( E \), we seek for a valid instantiation \( \iota \in I \) such that all constraints in \( E \) are satisfied (see Equation 2).

\[
\forall (a_x, a_y) \in D, i(a_x) = (s_x, p_x), \quad i(a_y) = (s_y, p_y) \quad : \quad E[p_x, o(s_y)] = 1 \tag{2}
\]

The problem is that, without service migration, it may be infeasible to find a valid instantiation under the information exchange constraints defined in \( E \) (see Section III-A). Hence, the possibility of migrating services is the central assumption of our approach. Assuming two abstract services \( a_x, a_y \in A \) connected via a data dependency, the concrete service \( s_y \) for \( a_y \) (i.e., \( s_y = i(a_y) \)) needs to be migrated to the provider of \( a_x \) (denoted \( p_x \)) if there is a constraint between the providers of the two services and \( s_y \) is allowed to migrate (i.e., \( \pi(s_y) = 1 \) (see Equation 3).

\[
\exists (a_x, a_y) \in D, s_y = i(a_y), \quad p_x = o(i(a_x)) : E[p_x, o(s_y)] = 0 \quad \land \quad E[o(s_y), p_x] = 1 \quad \land \quad \pi(s_y) = 1 \implies (s_y, p_x) \in m_i \tag{3}
\]

Finding a valid instantiation \( \iota \) under the conditions in Equations 2 and 3 is a hard computational problem. A complexity analysis of the problem is out of scope for this paper, our focus here is to provide a framework for finding valid instantiations and performing the necessary service migrations. Details of our approach are discussed in Section III-C.
C. Framework Architecture

In this section, we outline the architecture of our framework to address the need for service mobility as discussed in Section III-B. Every service composition to be instantiated is executed within a network of containers to allow for necessary constraint enforcement and enable the novel service migration mechanism. Each provider who is part of a composition instantiation has an on-premise deployment of a Nomads container instance to handle constraints as well as service migrations. Additionally there exist a number of Service containers able to execute local and transferred services. A graphical overview of the Nomads container as well as the Service container in the context of a provider is shown in Figure 5.

The coordination between all Nomads containers is handled via a distributed consistent key value store. In our prototypical implementation of the framework we use etcd\textsuperscript{5} as key value store which relies on the Raft consensus algorithm [6]. Each Nomads container, in the container network, registers via a unique token per container network. Nomads Container can find and interact with each other via this unique token. If a new provider joins the container network the Nomads container in the provider deployment can register via this unique token. This not only allows us to dynamically extend the Nomads container network if new providers are being added it also enables multiple independent Nomads container networks by using different unique tokens.

Stakeholder questions that need to be answered by a composition instantiation can arrive at any request router (RR) in the container network. The RR then hands over the request to the constraint manager (CM) component to determine if the potential instantiation is feasible based on previous requests. If no information about prior executions is available, the CM invokes the service migration manager (SMM) to find a valid instantiation in coordination with all known partner containers. The container SMMs elect one master SMM to perform the search for a valid instantiation. The SMM components share their provider’s information exchange constraints with the elected master SMM. The master SMM then searches for a valid instantiation relying on the modularly designed Solution Component (SC) within the SMM.

The SC can utilize different pluggable algorithms to find valid instantiations, for demonstration purposes we implemented a very basic algorithm. It uses a depth-first search to find a possible solution, which is sufficient in the context of this paper since we focus on finding valid solutions for previously infeasible composition instances. First the number of Abstract Services is determined, which can vary depending on the service composition. Then for each Abstract Service a possible Concrete Service and provider combination is assigned. This assignment respects possible migration policies. If the assignment is valid according to the Data Constraints the Concrete Service provider pair is fixed and the algorithm recurses over the remaining Abstract Services. This traverses the search space until a possible solution is found.

The SC component can be extended to utilize more sophisticated optimizations like genetic algorithms. This also allows to incorporate multiple objectives for optimizations enabling for example, not just finding an instantiation but the optimal one, or one with minimal migrations etc. When a suitable instantiation was found, the respective service migration managers request all necessary service migrations from their partner containers to initiate a valid instantiation. The migrations are performed by moving Service Containers between providers. The Nomads framework offers a pluggable mechanism to implement different migration approaches. In the current version of the prototype, services are relocated using application container migration, providing an implementation-agnostic way for transferring service code, suitable for stateless services. Control is subsequently returned to the CM, which forwards the request to the appropriate local or transferred service instances to answer the stakeholder’s question. An exemplary sequence diagram illustrating request handling is shown in figure 6.

All service requests performed during the execution of a composition instantiation are intercepted by the RR to enforce all modeled constraints and ensure the sandboxed execution of transferred services on “foreign” premises. The CM component is integrated with the SeCoS (Secure Collaboration in service-based Systems) framework [7], but also allows the utilization of different constraint checking mechanisms.

### IV. Validation

For validation purposes we create three CoreOS\textsuperscript{6} based clusters representing different providers from our URBEM scenario, each of them consisting of three CoreOS hosts. On each of these hosts we deploy different Docker\textsuperscript{7} based service containers representing various concrete services. Each of these concrete services represents an specific instance of an abstract service relevant to satisfy the example process illustrated in figure 2. Additionally to these service containers we deploy service containers representing random services with varying loads and communication patterns to simulate an environment closer to a real world setting. In each of these clusters we further deploy one Nomads container. In each of these clusters there is a private Docker Registry present.

---

\textsuperscript{5}https://github.com/coreos/etcd

\textsuperscript{6}https://coreos.com/

\textsuperscript{7}https://www.docker.com/
To demonstrate the actual migration of Service containers we transfer Docker images between the private registries and start them accordingly in their new location. This sample deployment is illustrated in figure 7.

We then generate an exemplary exchange constraint matrix ensuring that several service containers need to be transferred in order to satisfy the execution of our example process. Based on these settings we execute the example process and show that the necessary service migrations can be performed in order to satisfy the exchange constraint and successfully execute the process. The framework sample implementation as well as all scripts to reproduce the validation environment can be found on Github 8.

A. Evaluation

Additionally to our validation we perform an evaluation to test the claim that our framework increases the satisfiability of a DAE. For the evaluation, we generate all directed acyclic graphs representing an interaction of up to 7 Abstract Services, which represents the current maximum of Abstract Services in URBEM. This amounts to \(2^{21}\) different graphs representing service compositions to answer possible stakeholder questions. For these graphs we then generate a random set of Concrete Services with random deployments distributed among the 6 providers in the URBEM scenario. Based on this we create a data constraint matrix representing the Interaction Constraints between the providers.

We start with a theoretical optimum that allows every provider to exchange data with every other provider to determine the theoretical optimal baseline. To show the impact of data exchange constraints on satisfiability of composition instantiations, we increase the number of active constraints in 10% increments up to a maximum of 90%, leading to a scenario where only 10% of all possible provider interactions are allowed. For each constraint percentage and graph we determine the number of possible solutions without and with migrations.

---

8https://github.com/jomis/nomads

Figure 8 shows the results of our evaluation for \(|A|\) 3 – 7. We see that with the increase of Abstract Services the amount of possible solutions and therefore also the minimal possible satisfiability increases. This also leads to a more linear decrease of satisfiability both with and without migrations. In conclusion Figures 8a-8c clearly illustrate that our approach with service migrations significantly improves satisfiability of composition instantiations.
V. RELATED WORK

Due to the holistic nature of compliance constrained Distributed Analytical Environments relevant related research areas cover the following topic like (i) compliance and constraint based service compositions, (ii) constraint satisfaction and enforcement in Role Based Access Control (RBAC) systems, and (iii) service and code mobility mechanisms that can be used to deal with constraints in terms of compliance or availability.

Daniel et al. present challenges in SOA-based compliance governance [8], by defining research goals in compliance governance and a compliance management life cycle. One of the goals, which is related to our scenario, is data outsourcing, where privacy constraints are enforced by combining data fragmentation with encryption. In addition to the definition of the basic concepts of compliance, [9] proposes an approach that supports data in both service choreography modeling and analysis. The authors present a model that uses data-aware interactions as the basic event. Based on this model, choreographies can be analyzed with the focus on data compliance, by avoiding state space explosion. Next to compliance another important aspect in service compositions are constraints in general, therefore Zhao et al. present a service composition model based on constraints [10], where requirements are defined as a group of constraints for an abstract service workflow. On top of the defined constraints a concrete service workflow can be generated by binding an activity with an appropriate service in terms of constraint satisfaction. Although the authors present the overall approach, they do not consider the workflow verification and validation at run time. Instead of just defining the overall model for creating constraint-aware service compositions, [11] proposes a constraint-aware service composition method based on two concepts, service intention and service extension. The authors use a graph-based search algorithm to generate all feasible solutions for a general service composition problem. Aggarwal et al. [12] present a constraint driven web service composition approach in the METEOR-S framework, which enables the composition of web services, based on both business and process constraints. The general idea of the authors is to transform the overall service composition problem in a general constraint satisfaction problem. Our problem domain of data exchange constraints also relates to the field of quality attributes and service level agreements (SLAs), where constraints have been intensively studied, for instance in the recent work by Ivanovic et al. [13].

Another related field is the area of access constraints, including Role Based Access Control (RBAC), in the context of web services. Hummer et al. [7] propose SeCoS, a framework for model-driven definition of RBAC constraints in service-based business processes. The authors present a runtime enforcement mechanism which intercepts service invocations and therefore prevents the actual invocation in case of a policy violation. As the proposed approach is generic and not limited to RBAC constraints, our framework builds on SeCoS and uses it as the foundation for constraint enforcement. Memen et al. [14] present the SECTISSIMO framework, which aims at modeling constraints in security-critical services. Faravelon et al. [15] propose access restrictions in service compositions based on Computational Tree Logic. In contrast to our work, none of the aforementioned works considers service mobility as a solution to resolve data access and data exchange constraints. Since there are several techniques available that can be facilitated to deal with constraints in service compositions, we focus on the concept of service migration. Amoretti et al. [16] propose an approach that facilitates a code mobility mechanism in the cloud. Based on this mechanism, services can be replicated to provide a highly dynamic platform and increase the overall service availability. Rao et al. [17] provide an extensive survey of automated web service composition methods, together with Sirin et al. [18] this provides a good point of departure for potential composition implementations. Next to a framework for service migration, [19] discusses a cost model and a genetic decision algorithm that addresses the tradeoff on both service selection and migration in terms of costs, to find an optimal service migration solution. As the mobility of code plays an important role in the overall service migration process, Carzaniga et al. [20], [21] provide a study of code mobility paradigms. The authors classify mobile systems into three categories: remote evaluation, code on demand, and mobile agent. Based on these categories the authors discuss abstractions that are related, to those in traditional architectural styles. The work In addition to the aforementioned categories, [22] describes mobile code paradigms with regard to network security vulnerabilities. Following these definitions and paradigms there are several centralized [23], [24] and decentralized [25], [26] approaches available to implement code mobility. Especially the approach proposed in [25], where Arden et al. describe a decentralized computing platform for running mobile code, based on explicit policies for confidentiality and integrity, will be further investigated in the context of our scenario and possibly applied as one of the migration techniques.

In this paper we focus on the specific challenges of holistic aspects of smart city analytical environments. The approaches discussed above are orthogonal to our framework and can be considered to implement framework aspects.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented Nomads a framework for service mobility in Distributed Analytical Environments. We described the URBEM scenario as an example of a constrained Distributed Analytical Environment (DAE). Based on this scenario we outlined the main problem and requirements of aforementioned DAEs and delivered a comprehensive problem formalization. We introduced Nomads to address this problem, described its architecture as well as a solution finding algorithm and concluded with a validation and evaluation that clearly showed that the framework is feasible and that we could significantly increase satisfiability of constrained DAEs.

The problem of service mobility is a core issue in DAEs, and we anticipate that it will gain increased momentum, also in the broader service research community and considering upcoming trends like Big Data [27] or Microservices [28]. Our initial findings and results are promising, and we are currently exploring various directions to further optimize our approach. As part of our future work, we are currently studying advanced techniques towards minimization of migrations by adding new solution finding algorithms, for instance heuristics based on genetic algorithm. Additionally, we investigate the utility of Nomads in scenarios with less coordination, for example in the context of decentralized service choreography.
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